Cyberpen 202
2-in-1 Stylus Pen
www.adesso.com

The Adesso CyberPen 202 Stylus Pen is the perfect accessory for all your touch screen devices. Use the stylus rubber
tip to navigate, draw, take notes and interact with all your
touch screen devices more accurately and fingerprint free.
The stylus pen also features an ink pen to quickly jot down
notes on paper, simply twist pen barrel and instantly you
have access to a pen. With this stylus pen 2-pack you will
always be prepared to navigate your touch screen device or
to take down notes -no matter where you are.

Stylus Navigation

Scratch & Fingerprint Free
While using the Cyberpen for long durations, the stylus
lets you keep your touch screens in prisitine condition, free
of any fingerprints or scratches.
Professional Design
Sleek, compact, and multi-functional, the Cyberpen is
perfect for meetings, presentations, and leisure.
Compatible With All Touch Screen Devices
CyberPen 201 works with all touch screen devices, including popular brands: iPad, Galaxy Tab, PlayBook, Xoom and
more.

Scratch & Fingerprint
Free

Keyboard Specifications:
Stylus Material
Pen Type
Barrel Colors
Ink Colors
Dimensions
Weight

Stylus Navigation
The Cyberpen Stylus rubber tip allows you to fluidly
navigate your touch screen devices with pinpointing
accuracy and eases stress on your fingers.
Ink Pen Writing
Ballpoint ink tip for drawing or jotting down notes
when you need it.

Ink Pen Writing

Rubber
Ballpoint
Black; White
Black
5.7 x 0.35” (145 x 9 mm)
0.8 oz (23g)

Compatibility:
All Capacitive Touch-Screen Devices
• Tablets (e.g. iPad , iPad mini, Galaxy, Xoom, PlayBook, and more)
• Smartphones (e.g. iPhone, BlackBerry, HTC, and more)
• MP3/MP4 Players (e.g. iPod Touch)

Includes:
Adesso CyberPen 202 Stylus Pen (Black & White)

Shipping Information:
Item
CyberPen 202

UPC Code
783750005845

Box Dimensions

Box Wt.

7.7 x 3 x 0.4"

4 oz

Qty/Ctn
20/80

